
Abstract. Background/Aim: Periostin (POSTN) has a
significant role in proliferation and migration of tumour cells
as well as tumour progression. This study aimed to
determinate POSTN expression in cancer cells in malignant
and benign tumours of the mammary gland in female dogs.
Materials and Methods: All together 83 cancers, 24
adenomas and 7 unchanged fragments of the mammary
glands of bitches were investigated. Immunohistochemistry
was performed using anti-POSTN, Ki-67 and HER2
antibodies. Results: POSTN expression was observed in
cancer cells in 31.3% of malignancies and 12.5% of benign
tumours. A significantly positive correlation between
expression of POSTN in cancer cells and the degree of
histological malignancy, expression of Ki-67 antigen and
expression of POSTN in CAFs was found. Conclusion: The
obtained results suggest the possible participation of POSTN
in the process of carcinogenesis and progression of
mammary tumors in bitches.

Periostin (POSTN) formerly known as “osteoblast-specific
factor-2” was first discovered in the mouse osteoblast cell
line (mouse osteoblastic MC3T3-E1) in 1993 (1). POSTN is
a 93-kDa glycoprotein composed of 836 amino acids and
produced by both osteoblasts and mesenchymal stromal cells
located in the bone marrow and fibroblasts belonging to

extracellular matrix proteins (ECM) (1-3). In POSTN we
distinguish the N-terminal signal sequence, a domain with a
high cysteine   content called Emilin (EMI) and four Fasciclin
domains (FAS1) (4-6). The FAS1 domain consists of 150
amino acids and acts as an integrin of the cell membrane. In
the POSTN structure, there is also a C-terminal hydrophilic
domain (CRT) which mainly performs the regulatory
function of integrin-binding (3, 7-9). POSTN due to its
structure has the ability to bind to many integrin receptors,
including αvβ3, αvβ5, α6β4, affecting the regulation of
intracellular signaling pathways involving protein kinases
PI3-K/Akt and FAK (focal adhesion kinase) (8, 10).
Activation of these pathways plays a significant role in the
process of carcinogenesis, by increasing cell migration,
intensifying angiogenesis and invasion of cancer cells (8,
10). The result of these processes is an increase in the
metastatic potential of the tumour and its increased growth.
It has also been shown that POSTN participates in the
regulation of mechanisms associated with the process of
epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and remodelling of
the ECM, thanks to which it plays an important role in
oncogenesis (8, 10).

POSTN is involved in many physiological and pathological
processes. Among other things, POSTN plays an important
role in wound healing and collagen production (8, 11).
Expression of the protein in question occurs mainly in fibrous
connective tissue with high collagen content, among others
in periodontal ligaments, periosteum, cornea and heart valves,
as well as in many other organs, including the lungs, skin,
thyroid, ovaries, placenta and pituitary gland (2, 3, 6, 8).
POSTN’s participation in carcinogenesis processes has been
described in numerous studies (6, 8, 9, 12-14). Increased
expression of this protein has been found in various types of
human cancers, including breast cancer, ovarian cancer, lung
cancer, colorectal cancer and pancreatic cancer (6, 8, 9, 12-
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14). In invasive ductal breast carcinomas (IDCs) in women,
POSTN expression was observed in both tumour cells and
cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) (8, 9, 12-14).

Mammary gland tumours are common tumours found in
bitches and their incidence is 3 times higher compared to
breast tumours found in women (15-20). In male dogs,
mammary gland cancers represent only 1% of all diagnosed
cancers (15). Statistics show that the majority of oncological
changes in the mammary gland in bitches are classified as
malignant forms with epithelial origin - cancers, which
constitute about 70% of all diagnosed tumours in female
dogs in Lower Silesia (Poland) (16, 17). Benign forms of
breast cancer are much less common (16, 17). Metastasis of
mammary gland cancers are most commonly seen in nearby
lymph nodes and lungs (15-17, 21, 22). Many authors show
similarity in the pathogenesis of breast cancer in women and
breast cancer in female dogs, including hormonal aetiology,
age of onset, course of disease and status of metastases.
Therefore, many researchers have suggested a dog’s
mammary gland as a good model for researching breast
cancer in women (19, 20, 23, 24).

This work aimed to analyze POSTN expression in cancer
cells in mammary carcinomas and adenomas in bitches and
assess the relationship between clinical and pathological
factors, i.e. age, race and histological grade of the tumour
(G). In addition, the correlation of POSTN expression in
cancer cells was assessed in relation to the expression of
other cell markers associated with the carcinogenesis
process, i.e. Ki-67 and human epidermal growth factor
receptor 2 (HER2).

Materials and Methods

Patients and tumours. The study included 107 cases of mammary
tumors (83 cancers and 24 adenomas) taken from bitches of different
breeds aged from 7 to 14 years who underwent mastectomy
procedures performed in the University Environmental and Life
Sciences in Wrocław in 2017-2019. A group of adenomas has been
used in our previous studies (25). In addition, 7 normal mammary
glands were posthumously collected from healthy female dogs that
suffered traffic accidents. Haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining.

Tumour sections were fixed for 24 h in 4% buffered formalin. The
material was dehydrated and embedded in paraffin blocks and cut
into 4 μm thick sections. The material was stained using the H&E
method and IHC reactions were performed on it. To assess the
histological type according to Goldschmidt et al. (26) was used,
while the histological grade (G-grading) of tumours was determined
according to the Pena et al. scale taking into account the number of
coils formed, testicular pleomorphism and mitotic index (27).

IHC and IHC assessment. For the immunohistochemical reactions
the following antibodies were used: polyclonal rabbit antibodies:
Periostin, HER-2 and monoclonal mouse antibodies: Ki-67 clone
MIB-1. Expression of the tested markers was assessed using an
Olympus BX53 light microscope at 400x magnification. The
degree of POSTN expression in cancer cells and CAFs was
assessed on the basis of a modified “semi-quantitative” scale (IRS-
immunoreactive score) according to Remmele and Stegner (Table
I). The assessment took into account both the percentage of cells
showing a positive response (A) and the intensity of the IHC
reaction (B). The final result is the product of both results obtained
(A * B) and its value ranges from 1 to 12 points. Rated according
to the following scale: no reaction=0 points (–); weak reaction
intensity=1-2 points (+); moderate reaction intensity=3-4 points
(++); strong reaction intensity=6-12 points (+++) (28). Ki-67
expression was analyzed on the basis of a scale including the
percentage of positive stained nuclei of cancer cells to all cancer
cells in 5 randomly selected fields of view: 0-5% no reaction (–),
6-25% weak reaction (+), 26-50% average response (++), above
50% cells intensive reaction (+++) (25). The severity of HER2
receptor expression was assessed using a scale that takes into
account the percentage of cancer cells showing a positive
membrane response to all cancer cells (29). Detailed description
of the IHC methods and IHC assessment were featured in our
previous work (25). 
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Table I. Modified semi-quantitative scale compatible with Remmele and
Stegner (28).

Points A. Percentage of cells B. Color reaction 
that show positive reaction intensity

0 0% No reaction
1 1-10% Weak reaction
2 11-50% Moderate reaction
3 51-80% Intense and strong reaction
4 81-100% –

Table II. Evaluation of expression of periostin (POSTN) in cancer-
associated fibroblast (CAFs) and POSTN, Ki9-67 and HER2 receptor
in cancer cells in mammary neoplasms in bitches.

POSTN in POSTN in Ki-67 HER2
cancer cells CAFs

Malignant tumours n (%)
n=83

None (–) 57 (68.7) 6 (7.2) 10 (12) 7 (8.4)
Weak (+) 13 (15.7) 38 (45.8) 36 (43.4) 10 (12.1)
Moderate (++) 7 (8.4) 20 (24.1) 22 (26.5) 26 (31.3)
Intense (+++) 6 (7.2) 19 (22.9) 15 (18.1) 40 (48.2)

Benign tumor n (%)
n=24

None (–) 21 (87.5) 18 (75) 21 (87.5) 1 (4.1)
Weak (+) 3 (12.5) 6 (25) 3 (12.5) 7 (29.2)
Moderate (++) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 7 (29.2)
Intense (+++) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 9 (37.5)

The numbers inside parenthesis represent percentages.



Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed using the
Statistica 12.0 software (StatSoft, Krakow, Poland). Data normality
was tested using the W Shapiro-Wilk test. The correlation was
assessed using the Spearman correlation test. Differences between
the results in tumours of varying grade and between adenomas and
cancers were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test and the Mann-
Whitney U-test. Significance level was assumed for p<0.05.

Ethical approval. According to the Polish law, standard diagnostic
procedures and studies conducted on animal tissue and archival
material do not require permission from the Ethical Board.

Results 

The average age of all patients was approximately 9 years.
There were no statistically significant correlations between the
expression of POSTN in cancer cells and the age and breed of
dogs. Using IHC studies, the expression of POSTN, Ki-67 and
HER2 in tumour cells was assessed in malignant and benign
lesions of the milk line in bitches (Table II). POSTN

expression was observed in the tumour cell cytoplasm in
31.3% of cases (n=26) cancers, of which 7.2% of changes
(n=6) were characterized by high intensity of POSTN
expression at the level of 6-12 points on the Remmele scale,
8, 4% of changes (n=7) with medium expression intensity, i.e.
3-5 points, and 15.7% of changes (n=13), low expression
intensity, i.e. 1-2 points. (Table II, Figure 1).

In tumour cell, POSTN expression was also observed in
12.5%   of benign tumours (n=3), of which all tumours showed
low POSTN expression levels (1 Remmele scale) (Table III)
(Figure 1). Statistically significant differences were found in
POSTN expression levels in cancer cells compared to
adenomas (p=0.04) (Figure 2). There was no expression of
POSTN in the cells in normal mammary gland tissue. 

Tested tumours were assessed using H&E staining in
accordance with WHO guidelines, and the results are shown
in Table III. The highest levels of POSTN expression in the
cytoplasm of tumour cells were found in the following types
of cancer: simple tubular-papillary carcinoma 14.5% (n=12);
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Figure 1. Expression of periostin (POSTN) in the cytoplasm of cancer cells in mammary cancers in female dogs. (A) Weak POSTN reaction in
cancer cells in simple adenoma. (B) Moderate POSTN reaction in cancer cells in simple tubulopapillary carcinoma. (C) Intense reaction in cancer
cells in solid carcinoma. Scale bar=50 µm.



followed by simple cystic cancer 7.2% (n=6), solid cancer
6% (n=5); mixed cancer 2.4% (n=2); 1.2% complex cancer
(n=1) among all tumours examined (Table III).

In the group of malignant tumours, the grade of
histological malignancy (G-Grading) was assessed, and the
results are presented in Table III. POSTN expression in the
cytoplasm of tumour cells was found in 12.1% of cancers
(n=10) in histological grade 1 (G1), in 10, 8% of cases (n=9)

with histological grade 2 (G2) and in 8.4% of cases (n=7)
with histological grade 3 (G3) (Table III). Statistical analysis
showed a positive correlation between the expression of
POSTN in cancer cells and tumour histological grade
(p<0.05; r=0.29). In addition, higher POSTN expression was
observed in tumour cells in G3 cancers compared to G2
(p=0.02), as well as in G3 cancers relative to G1 (p=0.008).

The relationship between POSTN expression in cancer
cells and expression of Ki-67 antigen and HER2 receptor is
presented in Table III. Statistical analysis showed a positive
correlation between expression of POSTN and Ki-67 in
cancer cells (p<0.05; r=0.39). There was no correlation
between POSTN expression and HER2 receptor expression
in cancer cells. 

Expression of POSTN was also found in the tumour
stroma in CAFs in 92.7% of cancers and at a lower level in
25% of adenomas in bitches. Expression of the test protein
in both CAFs and tumour cells was observed in cancers.
Only one of the cases of malignant tumours examined that
showed POSTN expression in tumour cells did not express
POSTN in CAFs (Table III). In addition, a positive
correlation was found between POSTN expression in cancer
cells and POSTN expression in CAFs for both the group of
malignant neoplasms (p<0.05; r=0.46) and for the group of
benign neoplasms (p<0.05; r=0.45).

Discussion 

Extracellular matrix proteins are a large group of proteins,
including POSTN (10, 30). These proteins increase
angiogenesis, cell proliferation, increase cell migration and
increase tumour metastatic potential. POSTN as an ECM
protein may play a similar role in oncogenesis processes in
both humans and animals. Literature analysis indicates the
role of POSTN as a potential prognostic factor in many
types of cancers in humans, including breast cancer in
women (6, 8, 9, 12).

High POSTN expression is mainly observed in CAFs, and
to a lesser extent in cancer cells, including breast cancer in
women (12, 14). On the other hand, there are also studies in
which expression of POSTN is described only in tumour
cells, while there is no information regarding its expression
in the stroma. The literature describes different levels of
intensity of POSTN expression in cancer cells of breast
tumours in women (8, 9, 12-14). For example, in studies of
breast cancer in women, Kim et al. (14) observed intensified
expression of POSTN in cancer cells in 57.7% of cases,
similarly Puglisi et al. (31) in 57% of cases and Ratajczak-
Wielgomas et al. (13) in 50% of cases. Nuzzo et al. (12) in
40% of cancers and Xu et al. (32) in 30% of breast cancers
in women recorded slightly lower expression. Similarly to
the results presented above, in our studies expression of
POSTN in cancer cells was found in 31.3% of breast
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Table III. Evaluation of periostin (POSTN) expression in cancer cells
depending on histopathological type, malignancy grade, expression of
Ki-67, HER2 and POSTN in CAFs in mammary carcinoma in bitches.  

N (%) Expression Median p-Value
POSTN in (range of correlation

cancer cells IRS scale) value (r)
n (%)

Histological type p>0.05

Simple 17 (20.5) 12 (14.5) 2-6 (2.5)
tubulopapillary 
carcinoma

Simple cystic 24 (28.9) 6 (7.2) 1-9 (3)
carcinoma

Solid carcinoma 19 (22.9) 5 (6) 1-6 (4)
Mixed carcinoma 7 (8.4) 2 (2.4) 1 (1)
Complex 16 (19.3) 1 (1.2) 1 (1)
carcinoma

G-Grading p<0.05
(r=0.29)

G1 43 (51.8) 10 (12.1) 1-6 (2)
G2 31 (37.4) 9 (10.8) 1-6 (2)
G3 9 (10.8) 7 (8.4) 1-9 (4)

Ki-67 p<0.05
(r=0.39)

None (–) 10 (12) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Weak (+) 36 (43.4) 8 (9.6) 1-6 (2.5)
Moderate (++) 22 (26.5) 9 (10.85) 1-9 (2)
Intense (+++) 15 (18.1) 9 (10.85) 2-6 (4)

HER2 p>0.05

None (–) 7 (8.4) 1 (1.2) 3 (3)
Weak (+) 10 (12.1) 2 (2.4) 1-2 (1.5)
Moderate (++) 26 (31.3) 8 (9.6) 1-6 (2)
Intense (+++) 40 (48.2) 15 (18.1) 1-9 (4)

POSTN in CAFs p<0.05
(r=0.46)

None (–) 6 (7.2) 1 (1.2) 2 (2)
Weak (+) 38 (45.8) 5 (6) 1-6 (1)
Moderate (++) 20 (24.1) 8 (9.6) 1-4 (2)
Intense (+++) 19 (22.9) 12 (14.5) 2-9 (4)

The numbers inside parenthesis represent percentages.



cancers, i.e. at a similar level compared to breast cancer in
women. In our studies, POSTN expression levels in cancer
cells (31.3%) were at a lower level in relation to POSTN
expression in the stroma (92.7%) in breast cancer in female
dogs. In our previous study, POSTN expression in the stroma
was found in 92.2% of breast cancers (25). In addition, it is
worth noting that POSTN expression is not found in normal
breast tissue in women (6, 30, 33). We did not observe
POSTN expression in normal mammary gland tissue from
bitches in our studies. This result indicates that POSTN may
be involved in the process of carcinogenesis in both cancer
cells and stromal cells in malignant tumours.

Numerous interactions between tumour cells and the
tumour microenvironment surrounding them have been
described in the literature (34-36). Thus, cancer can both
transform its microenvironment and can respond to factors
produced by this microenvironment. These interactions have
been described as tumour host-reaction (34). In addition, the
microenvironment can intensify the transformation of normal
cells into cancer cells and modify elements of their stroma
(35, 36). Both tumour cells and stromal cells interact,
affecting angiogenesis, proliferation and invasion of tumour

cells, e.g. by remodeling the tumour microenvironment (35-
37). One of the elements of the tumour stroma are cancer-
associated fibroblast (CAFs) cells that play an important role
in the process of carcinogenesis in humans (8, 9, 12). In our
previous studies using IHC, podoplanin (PDPN) and POSTN
expression in CAFs was found in mammary tumours in
bitches (25, 38). Morover POSTN expression at mRNA level
was found in mammary tumours in female dogs (25, 39, 40).
In addition, cancer-associated stroma (CAS) in dogs has
many similarities to the human stromal tumour of the
mammary gland and may have an important role in tumour
transformation (24, 39-41). Probably POSTN is a similarly
regulated gene of CAS between human breast cancer and
mammary cancer in bitches (39). An interesting observation
in our research is the finding of a statistically significant
positive correlation between the expression of POSTN in
cancer cells and CAFs in both cancers and adenomas. Other
authors also indicated the importance of reciprocal
interactions between cancer cells and stromal weaving.
Similar results were obtained in the studies of Nuzzo et al.
who found a positive correlation between expression of
POSTN in cancer cells and expression of POSTN in the
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Figure 2. Periostin (POSTN) expression in cancer cells was higher in mammary cancers compared to adenomas in female dogs. 



stroma in breast cancer in women (12). These results indicate
that POSTN may promote cancer cell invasion. This
relationship may also indicate a similar function of the
protein in question in the process of carcinogenesis of both
cancer cells and the stroma itself. It can be assumed that both
processes are connected with each other, may have some
common mechanisms and run simultaneously. In our work,
we focused on understanding the relationship between
POSTN expression in cancer cells in breast cancer and
factors that may indicate the stage of cancerous changes and
poor prognosis for the patient, which allowed us to better
understand the function of POSTN in breast carcinogenesis
in female dogs.

Literature analysis showed significant differences in the
levels of POSTN expression in cancer cells between the
group of malignant and benign tumours in breast tumours in
women. For example, in their study, Zhang et al. found high
POSTN levels in breast cancer in women in relation to
normal tissue of this gland (33). Ratajczak-Wielgomas et al.
showed a significantly higher level of POSTN expression in
the tumour cell cytoplasm in IDC (invasive ductal
carcinoma) compared to pre-invasive cancers (DIDC) and
breast dysplasia (FC-fibrocystic breast change) in women
(13). Similarly, Kim et al. showed higher levels of the tested
protein in cancer cells compared to pre-invasive types and
normal breast tissue in women (14). Similarly, in our studies
statistically significant differences in POSTN expression
levels in malignant tumour cells were found compared to
benign mammary tumours in female dogs. Higher levels of
the tested protein in malignant lesions in both humans and
animals indicate the potential role and involvement of
POSTN in the process of neoplastic transformation of
epithelial cells in breast cancers in women, as well as in
breast cancer in female dogs.

In routine histopathological diagnostics, the degree of
histological malignancy is determined as an indicator of
the aggressiveness of the examined tumours. The literature
indicates the relationship between POSTN expression and
factors important in determining the aggressiveness of
neoplastic changes, e.g. the degree of histological
malignancy. Xu et al. obtained a positive correlation
between the intensity of POSTN expression in cancer cells
and the degree of histological malignancy in breast cancer
in women (32). A similar relationship was observed in the
studies of Ratajczak-Wielgomas et al. who found an
increase in the level of POSTN expression in cancer cells
along with an increase in the histological grade (G) in IDC
(13). In addition, Xu et al. obtained a positive correlation
between the expression of POSTN in cancer cells and the
grade of tumour malignancy, metastases to lymph nodes
and other organs, and the size of the tumour (32).
Similarly to the reports described above, in our studies we
also found a positive correlation between the expression of

POSTN in cancer cells and the degree of histological
malignancy. These results indicate that POSTN may
increase metastatic potential and participate in the increase
of the invasiveness of the cancer in question in both
humans and female dogs.

In our work, we analyzed the correlation between the
intensity of POSTN expression in cancer cells and other
factors indicating tumour aggressiveness. One way to
determine the degree of tumour aggressiveness is by
assessing cell proliferation of the antigen Ki-67 protein.
The Ki-67 protein is used in diagnostics of skeletal
tumours, and its high nuclear expression is observed in
malignant lesions, which may indicate unfavourable
prognosis for the patient. In the performed analyses, we
showed a statistically positive correlation between the
expression of POSTN and the expression of cell
proliferation antigen Ki-67 in cancer cells in mammary
cancer. The presented results are consistent with studies
indicating a positive relationship between POSTN
expression in cancer cells and the intensity of Ki-67
expression in breast cancer in women (38). The results of
our research indicate that POSTN may be associated with
the progression and increase of invasion of mammary
glands in bitches. Based on the obtained results, it can be
assumed that POSTN may be, as in the case of breast
cancer, an important prognostic factor (11, 31, 32, 42).

To sum up, our research is the first to report an evaluation
of POSTN expression in cancer cells in malignant tumours
of female dogs. Neoplasms with higher aggressiveness were
characterized by higher levels of the studied protein, which
may indicate the role of POSTN in the process of
carcinogenesis of mammary glands cells in bitches. Perhaps
in the future the intensification of POSTN expression in
breast cancer of female dogs will contribute to a better
prognostic assessment in this type of disease. 
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